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ABSTRACT 


The purpose of this project is to revitalize a Latino, urban, neighborhood in Irvington, on the east side of Indianapolis, 

Indiana, using three levels of design.The 3s0-acre framework plan includes the area along Washington Street with 

Irvington Street as the western border, Kitley Avenue as the eastern boundary, University Avenue as the southern 

border, and Lowell Avenue as the northern boundary. The 84.s-acre master plan site extends from Bolton Avenue east 

to Kitley Avenue, and from University Avenue to half a block north of Washington Street. The l.s4-acre site-scale plan 

includes the new Central Plaza and adjacent buildings that front Washington Street between Kenmore and Ridgeview 

Avenues. The project focuses on integrating the Latino population into the neighborhood and using the culture as design 

inspiration. This is accomplished by creating compact developments using sustainable development principles, providing 

affordable housing options, providing opportunities for educational and community services, and using characteristics of 

the Latino culture, such as the use of plazas and the importance of dance, to determine land use designations. 

The plans embrace the Latino culture and create an interesting place for all current and future residents of Irvington. 

Many elements of design accommodate Latino culture, but also provide a better quality of life for all residents. Case 

studies of mixed-use and sustainable developments in Indianapolis and across the United States provide insight on 

how to create a sustainable development that accommodates the Latino population. Research about Latino culture, 

urban revitalization methods, and how the topics can be inter-related guides the design principles for the Irvington 

neighborhood renewal. Latinos transform urban environments, and the plans build upon these transformations as 

a means to integrate the culture into the neighborhood. Latino culture also places emphasis on family values, social 

networks, and the use of public open space fOr large gatherings, and these elements of Latino culture are considered in 

all levels of design. Because of the adversity Latino immigrants face, the design also includes affordable housing, services, 

and organizations to facilitate upward mobility. 
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AUTHOR'S STATEMENT 


The Latino population in Indianapolis, including the area around Irvington, continues to significantly increase, and the 

growing population could benefit from a neighborhood that integrates cultural characteristics and creates opportunity 

for upward mobility. In addition, residents of Irvington could benefit from a continuation of revitalization projects 

that improve the quality of life and safety within the neighborhood. Many revitalization projects are planned or under 

construction in Indianapolis, such as Fall Creek Place on the near north side of Indianapolis, the Irvington Streetscape 

Plan, and the Irvington Neighborhood Plan, demonstrating a goal to improve the Indianapolis area. Incorporating the 

Latino culture in a revitalization plan provides a cultural asset to the city by designing for entertainment and educational 

options that address Latino culture and connect to the history and transformation of the location. 
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INTRODUCTION 


IILatin American immigrants and their children, perhaps 

more than any other element in the population, exult 


in playgrounds l parks, squares, libraries, and other 

endangered speCies ofu.s. public space, and thus 


form one oftIle most important constituencies for the 


preservation ofour urban commons' 

(Davis 55). 


Throughout recent years in the Irvington neighborhood, located on the east side of Indianapolis, 

Latinos have transformed the once vacant streetscape into an ethnic and colorful destination. 

Irvington is a Historic District, and the current Irvington Neighborhood Plan and Irvington 

Streetscape Plan are in progress to revitalize part of the Washington Street / U.S. 40 corridor; 

however, these plans do not make specific accommodations for the growing Latino population. 

Accommodation and integration into the community are necessary, as the Latino population is the 

fastest growing minority in the United States. 

In general, Latinos use public space as an important part of their culture, and because of the growing 

population in the Irvington area, it \¥i" be necessary to turn vacant and under-utilized land into park 

and public space to connect to the existing strong park and trail network. Designing compact and 

sustainable development with designated public space along Washington Street that embraces the 

Latino population and culture will create a vibrant space for residents and visitors. 

This project embraces the Latino culture while creating an 
interesting place (or all current and future residents of Irvington. 
Many elements of design accommodate Latino immigrants and 

also provide a better quality of life for all residents, including 
tile extensive use of plazas and park spacel compact and 

sustainable development; and affordable, walkable mixed-use 
development. 



PROBLEM 


PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The purpose of this project is to revitalize a Latino, urban, low-income neighborhood in Irvington, located in 

Indianapolis, Indiana. This project will determine how Latinos transform the urban fabric and how to accommodate 

these cultural impacts, how to connect to current programs and organizations, such as La Plaza, in order to provide 

suitable educational and community services, and how to implement sustainable design solutions in the community. 

An analysis of these issues will result in the development of community revitalization framework, master, and site-scale 

plans in that use Latino culture as the design ins.piration. 

SUB-PROBLEMS 

• How are low-income and Latino neighborhoods defined, and what are the most important 


characteristics of Latino culture~ 


• How has the Latino population transformed the urban fabric in the United States, and what are the best 

ways to address these cultural impacts in the design solution~ 

• How are current organizations, like La Plaza, helping the Indianapolis Latino population, and which 

education and community services are suitable for the revitalization efforts~ 

• How can sustainable design solutions be implemented into the framework, master, and site plans~ 

• What are common revitalization methods currently implemented in similar places~ 



HYPOTHESIS 


Successful revitalization of an Indianapolis neighborhood with a growing Latino population requires consideration of the 

adversity that immigrants experience, the rapid increase in the Latino population, Latino cultural characteristics, and the 

necessity to provide educational and health services to foster upward mobility. Cultural heritage and sustainable design 

can be integral elements to create a dynamic and inviting community redevelopment. 





SIGNIFICANCE 


The Latino population in Indianapolis continues to significantly increase, and although no specific barrio exists, some 

areas of Indianapolis are home to large percentages of Latinos (Littlepage 2), including the Irvington neighborhood. 

According to the 2000 Census, the Indianapolis Latino population was 3.9%, but by 2009, the population doubled to 

7.8% (Indiana Department of Workforce Development). The elementary school in the site area, Indianapolis Public 

School 57, GeorgeW.Julian Elementary [see Figure IS, page 39], has a 37.5% Latino student population (Indiana 

Department of Education). Usually, when Latinos immigrate to the United States, they live in low-income urban 

neighborhoods and experience adversity regarding the search for employment and obtaining educational opportunities 

(Haymes 33). Latinos move to Indiana because of work and housing opportunities and the idea that Indiana is a good 

place to raise a family (Littlepage 2). Because the population is quickly becoming the largest minority in America, it is 

necessary to integrate Latinos into society while maintaining their cultural heritage, and to provide educational services 

and affordable housing to assist with upward mobility. 

Many revitalization projects are planned or under construction in Indianapolis, such as Fall Creek Place on the near 

north side of Indianapolis and the Irvington Neighborhood Plan, demonstrating a goal to improve the Indianapolis 

area. Incorporating the Latino culture in a redevelopment plan provides a cultural asset to the city by designing for 

entertainment and educational options addressing Latino culture and connecting to the history and change of the 

location. The community revitalization plans in the Irvington neighborhood include characteristics of the Latino cultural 

heritage, embraces existing Latino transformations to the urban fabric, integrates more public open space, and adopts 

sustainable design practices to improve the IrVington community for residents and visitors. Using characteristics of 

Latino culture to design plazas, affordable and a variety of housing, park space, urban agriculture, and more commercial 

space adds interest to the Irvington neighborhood fabric that serves residents and visitors while promoting 

multiculturalism. 



---

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 


The growing Latino population across the United States has greatly affected the Latino population in Indianapolis, 

Indiana, as it becomes a more desirable place to live, work, and raise a family. Because of the increase in the Latino 

population and hardships that they face, it is necessary to include and integrate the population into our communities 

using thoughtful and careful community design that celebrates and uses their culture.This review of literature analyzes 

Latino culture and the reasons for their poverty, how Latinos transform the urban context, what services are necessary 

in a new immigrant community, how sustainable design tactics can be applied in a new community design, and what 

revitalization methods are popular throughout the United States in similar locations. 

Definition of Latino Neighborhoods and C haracteristics of Latino Culture 

Percentage of Latinos 

The Latino population is the largest and fastest growing minority in the United States (Davis 2). In 2009 in the United 

States, Latinos were 15.8% of the country's population (Indiana Department ofWorkforce Development). In the 2000 

Census, Indianapolis' Latino population was 3.9%, compared to 3.5% for the state (City of Indianapolis). By 2009, the 

number doubled to 7.8% of the Indianapolis population (Indiana Department ofWorkforce Development), and after 

the 20 I 0 Census counts, the Marion County, where Indianapolis is located, the Latino population reached 10.65% (U.S. 

Census Bureau). During the 2009-20 I 0 school year, 15.8% of the children in the Indianapolis Public Schools system 

were Latino. For example, George W.Julian School 57 [see Figure 15, page 39], which teaches kindergarten through 

sixth grade, had a 37.5% Latino population in the 2009-20 I 0 academic year, and the nearby high school, Thomas Carr 

Howe Community High School [see Figure 5, page 35], had 10.5% Latino students enrolled (Indiana Department of 

Education). In addition, some Census tracts show populations of up to 30% Latino residents. In Indianapolis, the majority 

of immigrants are from Mexico, but Central and South American immigrants make a large population. The Latino 

population is spread throughout the city, and no "barrio," which is defined as a neighborhood with more than 50% of 

Latino inhabitants, exists. Latino immigrants move to Indiana because of the affordable housing, work demand in certain 

jobs, and the idea that Indiana is a good place to have a family (Littlepage 2). Because of the large increase in the Latino 

population, changes should be made to integrate them into society and create better neighborhoods with greater 

opportunity for education, entrepreneurship, and maintaining family values. All levels of design consider and preserve 

Latino cultural heritage because of the importance Latinos place on their culture. 

Causes of Latino Poverty 

Throughout the United States, poverty is the most prevailing and critical social problem for Latinos (Haymes 27}.The 
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culture, ties to family members in their home countries, or personal character do not create poverty conditions; the 

poverty results from lack of access to economic and educational opportunities (Haymes 33). Census estimates state 

that in Marion County, Latino families are more likely to be below the poverty level, with 17% of the population, as 

compared to 9% of the entire population (Littlepage 2). Latinos face high unemployment rates, low high school and 

college graduation rates, low-income levels, and low employment rates in professional careers. In general, Latinos 

are motivated and willing to work, but some barriers for upward mobility remain, including the youthfulness of the 

population, illegal immigration status, low education levels before immigrating to the United States, lack of English skills, 

and discrimination (Haymes 33). Education forms a large barrier for advancement and mobility in the United States 

for Latinos. Usually, Latino children attend inner city schools, which often do not have the funding or facilities available 

to teach English, so many students drop out of high school (Davis 117).This is a problem in Indianapolis because as 

of the 2000 Census, nearly half of Latino males and 42% of Latina females over the age of twenty-five did not have 

high school diplomas (Littlepage 3). The majority of sources reviewed agreed that education levels, discrimination, 

job placement, and lack of English skills were the main causes for Latino poverty and for lack of upward mobility. This 

information illustrates that communities with large Latino populations should provide more services to accommodate 

the population. Designing and planning for the availability of educational and social services, such as English as a Second 

Language classes, employment services and classes, and tutoring are necessary elements included in the plans as a 

means to connect the residents to each other and to the surrounding population [see Plan 3, page 78 for specifics]. 

Family Organization 

Latinos are highly family-oriented, making the family one of the most important aspects in their lives and culture. The 

usual depiction includes traditional family values, behaviors, and large extended family structures. Latinos maintain a 

strong commitment to their families, provide support, and want to be geographically close to family members. The men 

are the heads of the household and make most of the decisions (Zambrana 43-45); however, due to immigration status 

and job availability, the family roles and structure must be flexible (Zambrana 3-5). Men work away from home much of 

the time, so women take on more family roles when necessary, but raising children is a joint responsibility (Zambrana 

9). Usually the family structure is two parents and children, but, recently, single females head more families than in the 

past (Zambrana 16-17). Latinos form large family networks with frequent visitation, different from non-Hispanic white 

families, who maintain long distance relationships with technology (Zambrana 7). Latinos love to host large family events 

with extended relatives in attendance, and fiestas can be spontaneous for an event as simple as a soccer game (Cisneros 

21-22). Because of this, housing must be designed to accommodate large numbers of people, which can include access 

to public transit, flexible floor layout, and parking accommodations (Cisneros 23-24). Housing on lots are oriented 
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in s'uch a way that even if an relatives can not fit inside, they can gather outside in intimate open spaces. Allowing for 

vehicle parking and public transportation access also dictates how the housing and community spaces or buildings are 

designed within the master plan. HOUSing and community centers with outdoor spaces are arranged to accommodate 

large families, extended families, and family events [see Plan 2, page 62]. 

Some aspects of Latino family life have been unaffected by assimilation into American culture, including a sense of 

ethnic identity, family importance, and the Spanish language. Throughout generations, individuals retain a strong sense of 

national origin, and people have a sense of community and loyalty to Latino issues. Children frequently become bilingual 

and they generally preserve the Spanish language as an important aspect ofthe culture (Zambrana 49-57).The family 

structure is important to the culture, so the framework and master plans make accommodations and ensure that the 

networks are strengthened and family values can be maintained. 

Entertainment 

Although many forms of entertainment are prominent in Latino culture, soccer and dance represent popular social 

forms of entertainment. Usually, when Latinos move to the United States, they search for jobs, homes, churches, and 

soccer teams, and they generally use the city parks as playing fields. In Washington, D.C., Latinos use the soccer leagues 

for entertainment, social networking, and as a way to the create status-validation Latinos may seek because their status 

in the United States is often lower than in their countries of origin. Soccer leagues provide a safe and family-oriented 

atmosphere that keeps people healthy and in touch with each other, and some leagues raise money to send to family 

in their home countries (Arreola 171-182). Sometimes it can be difficult to find a field to use (Arreola 178), so the 

integration of a soccer field into the master plan is a useful method to encourage more community interaction and 

embrace Hispanic culture [see Plan 2, page 62 and Figure 58, page 68]. 

Because Hispanic culture includes many different countries and ethnicities, many forms of dance exist. Salsa is described 

as a means of expression for Latinos who had been uprooted in many facets of their lives, such as location and 

I'anguage, and the music itself integrates multiple musical styles from the Americas (Borland 467). Some Latinos view 

dance as a rebellion against the difficulties faced during immigration (Borland 468). Many Salsa dancers, or salseros, 

oppose complete assimilation into American culture and aim to make Salsa an art form. However, later generations of 

Latinos also see Salsa as a means to connect with their cultural heritage. Because of the growing Latino population and 

commercialization of Latino music artists, the popularity of Salsa has also spread to non-Latinos, and many clubs and 

studios have opened (Borland 469). Salsa style varies according to ethnicity and geographic location, but instructors 
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throughout the country encourage diversity in people who choose to learn (Borland 470-471 ).Although the dance is 

led by men, women are seen as important to Salsa and can demonstrate their independence and confidence through 

arriving to the clubs alone, adding style, and asking men to dance (Borland 475).Adding Salsa studios to the master plan 

builds community and encourages more interactions between immigrants and other residents.As mentioned in City 

Comforts, adding dance steps into pavement can add interesting detail and encourage use of plaza space (Sucher 20 I). 

However, using aspects of the dance, such as the firm frame, steps, leading and following, and rhythm to inspire plaza 

design, art form, and other community elements draws more of the Latino culture into the community. Additionally, the 

main design concept is derived from the importance of dance to the Latino culture, driving the design decisions in all 

levels of planning [see Diagrams 12-21, pages SO-53]. 

Social Networks 

Latino social networks within communities also provide support and protection of emotional and physical health, 

particularly through difficult times (Zambrana 14). Family and social networks help relatives and friends solve problems 

with immigration, provide information about employment, and offer shelter to recent immigrants until they find 

their own homes (Zambrana 5). "Life in Latin American countries is highly connected to the community, whether 

through important church and school functions, the ability to walk to a nearby market, or through socializing in the 

neighborhood. Good site selection can encourage strong social connections and foster more social interaction in the 

United States as well" (Cisneros 136). Health and education services, locations for meetings, and large public gathering 

spaces provide places for people to meet outside of their homes. Forming business networks by placing stores and 

offices close together in mixed-use developments and next to residences creates more connections and a larger 

network extending through much of the neighborhood. This also forms a support for local businesses and grows the 

economy for Irvington [see Plan 2, page 62]. 

Latino Urban Transformation 

Latinos "bring energy and change to run-down cores and inner suburbs of many cities" (DaViS 52). This is most apparent 

where Latinos have the opportunity for home and business ownership because they repaint homes and storefronts and 

make repairs as needed. Street vending, street corner labor markets, festivals, and bright colors make up many Latino 

neighborhoods. However. Latino immigrants are ohen faced with laws, regulations, and discrimination that hinder their 

attempts to create vibrant communities. Some examples include neighbors complaining about bright paint colors on 

houses, difficulty gaining work in other stores, and cities banning street vending and corner labor markets (Davis 52-55). 
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Plazas and Open Space 

"Latin American immigrants and their children, perhaps more than any other element in the population, exult in 

playgrounds, parks, squares, libraries, and other endangered species of U.S. public space, and thus form one of the most 

important constituencies for the preservation of our urban commons" (Davis 55). Latinos change dying spaces into 

social spaces with gardens, outdoor restaurants, murals, art, booksellers, and other activities (Davis 55).Although this 

is more noticeable in cities other than Indianapolis because they have specific Latino neighborhoods, or "barrios," the 

Latin flavor has also transformed Irvington and Indianapolis' streetscapes [see Figures 12 and 13, page 37]. Using existing 

changes and building upon them creates a more active and colorful community within Irvington and Indianapolis. 

Plazas can be an important part of a community because they encourage interaction between people and provide 

cultural importance and activities, but careful planning should ensure that the design fits the context. Although most 

Hispanic plazas have become tourist attractions, Las Vegas Plaza is a Hispanic urban plaza in Las Vegas, New Mexico, 

that has retained its use and remains the heart of the community. People have used the plaza since the 1800s, and 918 

buildings in the city are on the National Register of Historic Places. People use the plaza daily and the commercial 

activity is the main use, but annual festivals, community sponsored events, parades, music performances, patriotic 

commemorations, and an annual Fourth of July celebration take place there (Arreola 43-53). "In Hispanic American 

communities, the daily lives of people unfold on the public plaza, and the space serves as an integral landscape that 

reinforces the local culture" (qtd. in Arreola 50). Commercial uses and community events form an atmosphere 

conducive to daily and frequent use.The Las Vegas plaza is historical, which helps provide more significance and pride 

for the community, but it is a good example of the importance of plazas to Latino culture. In New York City, small 

parks and playgrounds function as "plazas" and many Latino neighborhoods use wide sidewalks that have become social 

spaces with the addition of benches, temporary furniture, and card tables for dominos (Arreola 147).ln San Diego, 

the primarily Mexican population improved the dying spaces that they inherited as their homes, created a cultural 

center, and fought to create parks (Arreola 105). Barriers, including large freeways and commercial developments, 

are destructive to .their communities; however, the residents opposed development efforts and created a park called 

"Chicano Park" under a freeway bridge, which became a source of pride for the community.The park includes murals 

and an Aztec-style kiosk (Arreola 114-115).The ability of this community to successfully fight against a development 

plan to create their own neighborhood park demonstrates the importance of parks and plazas to the culture, and 

should be recognized in a revitalization process. The framework [see Plan I, page 54], master [see Plan 2, page 62], and 

site [see Plan 3, page 78] plans address the mUltiple uses of plazas and include plazas as important and vibrant spaces for 

the community. 
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Festivals,Art, Business, Streets 

Across the country, Latinos use the public realm for a variety of socializing events. In the Mission District in San 

Francisco, Latinos congregate mostly on the plazas near the transit systems, but the streets also become active and 

vibrant places. Mission Street feels like a market, or "mercado," with street vendors and pedestrians gathering. The main 

commercial uses are music stores, groceries, travel agencies, money-transfer locat,ions, bars and clubs, restaurants, a 

Latino arts center, and stores with products from countries of origin (Arreola 89).The community also has festivals, 

community art, and annual Cinco de Mayo celebrations. Over 100 murals and many art galleries decorate the 

streets, and residents, not professionals, give tours of all the murals.The residents put in the effort to preserve their 

community's character, but they also fear displacement due to revitalization projects (Arreola 98). In Indianapolis, La 

Plaza hosts an annual September festival called FIESTA Indianapolis, which has been in existence since 1980 and features 

food, dancing, and cultural festivities at the American Legion Mall.The event usually attracts approximately 35,000 

people (La Plaza-Indy). In 2009, the Indianapolis Museum ofArt sponsored a special event called CineLatino, which 

featured South American films (Indianapolis Museum ofArt). 

Similar to San Francisco, in the Latino community of San Diego, California, the residents aim to create a homeland and 

unique ethnic space (Arreola 104). Parades, holiday festivals, and cultural events celebrate the Latino culture and the 

community as a whole (Arreola 105). In New York City, the large population of Puerto Ricans and Dominicans creates 

a distinct Caribbean influence. Sidewalks are packed with vendors selling churro, tamal and fruit drinks, and feature 

loud music, conversation, and playing children. The commercial streets have been converted to an "ethnic main street," 

and businesses use colors of national flags, religious symbols, and actual national flags to demonstrate their origins.The 

residents take advantage of the housing situation and proximity to transportation (Arreola I 57). Commercial districts 

appear to be the fundamental aspect of the Latino community, as they become the centers for activity with many 

people gathering on the streets and plazas. 

The Puerto Rican population in Cleveland, Ohio, is prominent, and its rich influence is obvious because Spanish is 

spoken many places and the grocery stores sell Goya products as a main food line. The Latino commercial base, which 

was started in the I 980s and I 990s, includes nightclubs with Merengue and Salsa dancing, small bars, restaurants with 

Puerto Rican food, grocery stores, music stores, and specialty shops, many of which are in the core of the community. 

The community also has a map with Hispanic landscape elements marked (Arreola 195). The residents have changed the 

landscape with signs in Spanish, advertisements for Goya products, and political signs for Hispanic candidates (Arreola 

197). Integrating these types of business into the commercial core of redevelopment creates a vibrant 
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center celebrating Latino culture and heritage that attracts all residents and visitors. Revitalization in Indianapolis 

neighborhoods should make the retention and improvement of Latino businesses and residents' lives a priority. 

Building Transformations 

In New York City, like many locations, Latinos were "latecomers to an already-built environment" of primarily multi

unit housing in the city (Arreola 146). However, they have been able to apply their transformations of the urban space 

with colors on facades, religious shrines, flags from their countries of origin, and cacti pictures. Similarly, in Cleveland, 

Ohio, because the Latino immigrants inherited an established and built environment, the residents change "semi-fixed 

features" with religious shrines, fences, bright-colored paint, and well-kept front yards and flower gardens (Arreola 188). 

Many Catholic churches are in the community because religion and religious institutions are important to the immigrant 

residents. Some churches operate from old store buildings, and others use old churches and adapt the buildings to their 

specific needs (Arreola 198). Organizations and social groups form an important part of the community and support 

those in need of food or help. In addition, the organizations advocate the preservation of the Puerto Rican culture and 

educate children about their heritage (Arreola 197). 

The Latino population's changes are important considerations during a revitalization process. Many cities in the United 

States experience the immigration growth, and the new Latino residents transform the urban landscape. Although 

the Latino group includes many ethnicities, the changes to the urban landscape are similar throughout the country, 

specifically with commercial uses and plaza and park space.As they transform the dying landscapes into more lively 

spaces, they start their own revitalization process. Preserving improvements, providing incentives for additional 

improvements, and working with the citizens of the community can create a more inviting and exciting place for Latino 

residents.The framework, master, and site-scale plans consider these transformations and build upon them to embrace 

the culture. 

Community Design for Latinos 

Latinos want to share their sense of culture with their new communities, and it is best to do this in a place where 

fostering a sense of community is easy (Cisneros 89). Latinos enjoy compact communities with play space for children, 

interconnected sidewalks, walking and biking trails, soccer fields, small parks, plazas, and places to gather large groups. 

Names of places and architectural detailing that are reminiscent of their heritage also create an increased sense of 

place. Family-size rental units are necessary because Latino families are larger than most in the United States. Latinos 

view schools as important civic centers, so a community near a school where opportunities for interaction exist is 
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ideal (Cisneros 24-26).AII of these components shape the community and how the Latinos will use it. Irvington is an 

ideal location for development because of the amenities of a variety of hoUSing, a trail network, proximity to schools, 

sidewalks, and a park network. Because of the preference for park and open space to hold community or family events, 

well-designed and integrated open space is in the master plan [see Plan 2, page 62]. Multiple small parks and plazas, and 

distinct connections to existing larger parks create a cohesive environment that encourages building community and 

strengthening family [see Diagram 30, page 61]. 

Programs and Organizations in Indianapolis Helping the Latino Population 

Educational Programs 

La Plaza, an organization in Indianapolis that aims to integrate the Latino community into the society of Indianapolis, 

offers many programs to assist the Latino population. Education programs include Tu Futuro (Your Future), The Mother

Daughter/Father-Son Project, and Summer Discovery, and a scholarship fund (La Plaza-Indy). Tu Futuro encourages 

and supports Latino students to pursue higher education. La Plaza uses bilingual presentations, workshops, individual 

meetings, and college visits to encourage application to higher education. The program also provides information about 

the college admission process, scholarships and financial aid, and possible careers. The website offers a scholarship 

guide in both Spanish and English each school year that explains how to fill out scholarship forms. The Mother

Daughter/Father-Son Program targets middle school Latinos so they complete high school, and helps the students gain 

appreciation for their education, acquire leadership skills, confront negative stereotypes, form supportive relationships, 

and create future goals. This program also works with the students' parents so that they can contribute to their 

children's education (La Plaza-Indy).The Summer Discovery program, which reaches elementary school children during 

the summer, has bilingual teachers that work with the children during a six-week summer program (Littlepage 4). 

Students are involved in reading, math, art, science, physical education, technology, leadership activities, field trips, and 

community service (La Plaza-lndy).AII of these education programs are important to the advancement of the Latino 

population, and they demonstrate the kind of services necessary within a Latino community to create more upward 

mobility. Implementing these into the revitalization plan creates a more unified and knowledgeable community, starting 

with the youth of the area. Because the elementary school in the neighborhood has a large percentage of Latino 

students, it is important to design for educational and English language services so that neighborhood students can 

benefit from them. George W Julian Elementary School 57 and Thomas Carr Howe Community High School, both a 

part of the Indianapolis Public Schools, are opportunities for these connections and could be learning facilities within 

walking distance. 
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Project Stepping Stone is a week-long summer program for Latino high school students that helps them prepare for 

college and their futures. Interested Latino sophomores, juniors, or seniors in Indiana high schools must apply with an 

application, essay, transcripts, and letters of recommendation, and the chosen students make visits to Indiana colleges 

and businesses. The program is sponsored by the National Society of Hispanic MBAs and other sponsors, allowing the 

program to be free to students (Project Stepping Stone). The Indiana Latino Institute also addresses higher education 

with educational fairs, internships, scholarships, and workshops. The institute has a program called "Careers for the 

Future," which educates families about the requirements for higher education and makes attending college more 

attainable (Indiana Latino Institute). By increasing the education outreach of the neighborhood, more Latino students 

could graduate high school and make higher education a goal. Locations for outdoor learning centers and workshops 

in public spaces, plazas [see Plan 3, page 78], and a community center [see Figure 57, page 68] encourages educational 

organizations to provide more outreach. Educational aspects in parts of the design, such as scientific learning through 

park space [see Figure 65, page 73], sustainable design elements, like urban agriculture [see Figure 62, page 71] and 

storm water management, also address educational needs. 

Health and Social Services 

La Plaza provides health and social services, helping at least 5,000 Latinos annually with services, such as immunizations, 

mental health services, job counseling and placement, legal services, food pantries, holiday assistance programs, 

translations, and emergency assistance (La Plaza-lndy).Although La Plaza reaches thousands of people each year from 

one location, this location is approximately a twenty-minute drive northeast of the site. If neighborhood schools provide 

limited programs, and driving is required, it could be more difficult to reach families on the east side of Indianapolis. It 

is proposed that a branch of La Plaza is necessary and placed within the master plan [see Plan 2, page 62] to serve a 

greater population. Another organization, the Indiana Latino Institute, offers programs on smoking cessation, nutrition, 

and HIV/AIDS awareness (Indiana Latino Institute). Connecting to these generous and helpful organizations and others 

by providing locations for community events, information sessions, and workshops, strengthens the community and 

makes more Latino residents aware of opportunities. 

Sustainable Design Solutions 

Sustainable Community Systems 

Many aspects of design can be changed and improved to create a sustainable neighborhood and sustainable sites within 

the community. Melrose Commons in the Bronx, New York, presents a good example of a sustainable community 
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because the neighborhood is LEED-certified, uses many sustainable practices, and the residents speCifically requested 

a mixed-use, pedestrian friendly, community that provided access to jobs, entertainment, and education. Resident input 

and a neighborhood association called Nos Quedamos (We Stay) that worked with Magnusson Architects and Planners 

played a major role in the redevelopment of the 35-block low-income and increasingly Latino neighborhood. HOUSing 

for many income levels, retail, access to public transportation, and other commercial businesses are included in the plan, 

and the growing Hispanic population influences the identity of the area (Magnusson). 

The community members suggested less surface parking, more access to mass transit, and lower standards for parking 

requirements. The community members were concerned about the affordability of hoUSing, the ability to expand 

existing businesses, providing services to the area, lack of open space, the use of the streets, and the need for a 

specific density to support development. Nos Quedamos created goals and principles for a new plan which include: no 

displacement of existing residents or businesses, mixed-income housing for ownership and renting, affordable hOUSing at 

an urban density, attractive architecture to encourage development, sustainable development practices, an open space 

system, use of the existing street patterns and movements, and commercial and services space. In addition to attractive 

bUildings that fit the neighborhood's social context, the residents advised the need for long-term quality, and building 

orientation that could maximize sunlight and ventilation (Magnusson). Infill of residences and new buildings results in 

less displacement of people and more variety in scale and building type. The community requested good storm water 

management and environmental practices, with a series of small ponds functioning as wetlands, recycling and reuse of 

materials, and landscape elements on the streets (Magnusson).The Latino influence on this urban renewal project, and 

the need for a sustainable community represents a successful case study of information for future projects. The ideas 

of extensive community involvement, maintaining the existing culture, and revitalizing a neighborhood with multiple 

sustainable practices that address storm water management, resource management, and overall community design are 

applied to the framework, master, and site-scale plans. 

New Urbanism 

It is important to maintain New Urbanism and sustainable ideals in community design as the Latino population grows 

and assimilates. Providing environments similar to their home countries will encourage urban and compact living, 

instead of exacerbating sprawl (Cisneros). The New Urbanism ideas allow Latinos to attain middle class status, business

ownership, and homeownership, but also create sustainable communities with compact design that include services and 

amenities within walking distance [see Diagram 29, page 61]. 
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Latinos prefer compact development with large open spaces, which directly follows characteristics of New Urbanism. 

This type of development allows them to build community, but it also becomes a more sustainable and cost effective 

design solution (Cisneros 135). Smaller lot sizes,. narrower road widths, mixed-use, open space, access to transit, 

diverse housing types, adaptive reuse, good storm water and resource management, and good building placement are all 

characteristics of New Urbanism (Cisneros 137), but they are also attributes that Latinos prefer in their communities. 

Arranging homes closer to the street reduces infrastructure costs and allows for more interaction between residents, 

especially when homes have front porches (Cisneros 91 ). Walking is the most sustainable form of transportation, 

encourages economic activity, and helps local businesses (Birch 10 I ).A standard, comfortable walking distance to 

amenities is a quarter mile (Cisneros 95), so commercial areas and services should be within this radius. Creating the 

flexibility for extended family member living quarters also is a necessary component of community design for Latinos 

that meets the ideals of New Urbanism (Cisneros 103). In the framework and master plans, commercial locations, 

community services, schools, and churches are within a comfortable walking radius when possible [see Diagram 29, 

page 61], which reduces the amount of vehicular traffic and parking area, and increases community interaction. 

It is important to promote a sense of community and the sustainability of the development by incorporating a variety 

of attractive housing options on small lots, placed close to the street, and integrated with open space. A full-range 

of housing types allows for increased density and more compact development, but it also creates more options for 

affordable housing (Cisneros 135). Orienting homes to maximize solar energy and natural ventilation using shade trees 

are also aspects of New Urbanism (Cisneros 141).Adding cultural embellishments, trellises, vines, and landscaping can 

enhance the curb appeal of homes and alleys, and can add to the aesthetic value because homes can be closer to the 

street without front garages.When garages are in the back, residents are able to build community with gardens in 

the front and in public space created by compact development (Cisneros 142). Sustainable and community building 

practices that also increase the aesthetics are integral in the community redevelopment. 

Storm Water Management 

Storm water can become an amenity to the community when it is managed on-site, integrated into the landscape 

design, and encourages human interaction. Showing the movement of water through the landscape can be functional 

and a visual amenity with courtyards or bio-swales in parking lots (Birch 170). Storm water features should be 

accessible to visitors and residents because they provide "calming views, spaces for restoration, and even opportunities 

for play and interaction with water" (Sustainable Sites). Using good storm water management controls the water at 

the source, rather than sending it off-site through expensive and unnecessary infrastructure (Birch I 58).Adding natural 
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filtration systems reduces infrastructure costs because impervious surfaces are more costly due to the amount of 

materials necessary (Cisneros 143). Bio-swales, rain gardens, and demonstrating how the amenities work provide an 

interactive and educational element, but also reduce runoff from streets, plazas, rooftops, and other impervious surfaces. 

Reducing impervious surfaces allows the groundwater to recharge (Sustainable Sites). Bio-swales on streets, and 

rain gardens in yards, courtyards, or open space naturally filter the water and allow it to slowly infiltrate into the 

soil (Cisneros 143). Retention ponds (Cisneros 144) and vacant land could provide locations for good storm water 

management practices to reduce runoff and to enhance aesthetics and human use (Birch 239). Because plant material 

absorbs storm water, adding more plant material, such as trees, green roofs, courtyard landscapes, and green facades, 

benefits the community and reduces runoff. In addition, collecting and harvesting rain water allows for reuse of water 

for toilets and irrigation and further reduces runoff (Birch 171 ).AII of these methods can create significant benefits 

when applied to an entire community and when used in a larger system with many components (Birch 172). Designing 

an overall system for the Irvington community reduces the amount of runoff, and the storm water treatments create 

better aesthetics and become gathering places. Because courtyards, plazas, and open space are important to the Latino 

culture, designing open space with storm water treatment features adds beauty, function, and educational opportunities 

[see Plan 3, page 78; Figure 74, page 80; Figure 82, page 82]. 

Urban Agriculture 

Many Latinos enjoy planting flowers, fruit tre~s, and gardening, which can be applied to the idea of urban agriculture. 

"One of the more visible attributes of existing Latino communities is the obvious enjoyment of gardeoing... [it] reflects 

a culture that values taking time to work with one's hands in the earth and nurture living things that add color" 

(Cisneros 22). One example in Havana, Cuba, is that people used rooftops, patios, and open land to create organic 

farms and gardens, and now more than half of the vegetables for residents are grown within the city. They hold farmers' 

markets and have restored the soils (Birch 261). "Minority urban households suffer from disproportionately high levels 

of child obesity and poor nutrition- 18 percent of Latino households and 22 percent of non-Hispanic black households 

in the United States are unable to purchase sufficient food" (Birch 261). Not only is the act of community gardening 

good for community development and providing more healthy food, but it also can improve storm water and waste 

management (Birch 262).As in Philadelphia, locally grown snacks can be given to students in schools and provide 

educational programs (Birch 264). Because of the sustainable characteristic of community gardens, and because of the 

importance gardening and community networks serve to the Latino population, designing for community gardens in 

designated open spaces enhances the overall community design [see Figure 62, page 71]. Community gardens provide 
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many benefits to the population, including the encouragement of community interaction, and creating a more sustainable 

and healthy way of life. 

Revitalization Methods 

Renewal in Indianapolis and the Midwest 

Because Indianapolis has experienced many revitalization projects recently, an additional revitalization project that 

involves the growing Latino population could be seen as a continuation of an overall goal, and as a cultural asset to 

the community. Many cities use Indianapolis as an example for their revitalization projects (Mattson-Teig 61). "The 

primary objective of major midwestern cities is to create a 24-hour environment with a balance of commercial and 

entertainment components, as well as a strong residential base" (Mattson-Teig 61). Creating a community that is active 

during all times of day also enhances the appeal of the neighborhood, and could persuade more people to move to 

Irvington. 

Mixing residential and commercial uses will help with the viability of the community. Indianapolis has seen an increase 

in visitors and residents since the 1990s (Burdick 59). Increased townhouse, apartment, and condominium construction 

started in 2004, and it was driven by people's demands to live downtown (Burdick 60). The Massachusetts Avenue 

project includes a commercial street with stores, pedestrian-friendly sidewalks, and streetscape. This area has historic 

commercial buildings, cafes, art galleries, wine galleries, offices, and bheaters (Burdick 61). Indianapolis has pushed arts 

and cultural development throughout many of its projects. In addition to the growing Hispanic population that offers 

cultural diversity to the area, the site's neighborhood also includes many historic buildings that could be used for new 

development, and many of the uses in the Massachusetts Avenue project are applied to the framework, master, and site 

plans. Similar development has started with the Irvington Neighborhood Plan. 

The Irvington Neighborhood Plan mentions the growing Hispanic popu:lation in the neighborhood and states that the 

businesses and residents should be considered; however, it does not provide specific plans for integrating the Latino 

population into the neighborhood as a cultural asset (Irvington 14).This presents an opportunity to include the Latino 

population and to use their culture as design inspiration for the entire community.The plan focuses on encouraging local 

brusiness and home ownership, the neighborhood schools, preserving historic spaces, creating a well-connected trail 

network, and providing affordable housing (Irvington). Additionally, the improvements from the Irvington St1reetscape 

P;lan from Bolton Avenue to Irvington Street, which include intersection treatments, tree medians, planters, and new 
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light fixtures, will be constructed in July 20 I I. Further changes from Irvington Street west to Emerson Avenue will be 

constructed starting in 2012 (Henry), noted in Appendix D.These elements are addressed in the new framework and 

master plans, and new features are connected to them to create a cohesive and active community. 

Offering incentives and creating public and private partnerships within the neighborhood area as part of the plans could 

provide more opportunity for development, direct community involvement, and community growth. Many cities use 

incentives to attract developers to an area, including tax abatements, financial assistance for necessary pre-development 

work, and a fast permit process (Burdick 55). Many cities also develop partnerships between public and private 

businesses, which can provide municipal services (Burdick 56). In Chattanooga, a partnership called the Chattanooga 

Neighborhood Enterprise aimed to increase homeownership for low-income residents, rehabilitate houses, and allow 

more access for rental housing (Burdick 56).The housing has encouraged other development and new attractions in 

the area (Burdick 57). 

Affordable Housing and Mixed Use Development 

Affordable housing is defined as a household spending 30% or less of their annual income on housing, assuming that if 

they spend more, they can not afford food, health insurance, necessities, and transportation. For single-family dwelling 

units, affordable housing is defined as spending 30% or less on housing for people making 80% of the median income 

of the area. For multi-family housing, affordable housing is defined as spending a maximum 30% of income on housing 

for people making 50% of the median income of the area (Cisneros 130). Based on the data from George W Julian 

Elementary School 57, which has a large Latino population, 77% of the students are eligible for free lunches, and 7% for 

reduced priced lunches (Indiana Department of Education), demonstrating that basic needs, like food for children, are 

not met, and that designing affordable housing is of assistance. 

Creating sustainable affordable housing is necessary because of the growing Latino population throughout the United 

States and in Indianapolis. Homeownership is important to Latino families, but many cannot afford to purchase a home 

immediately and need time to become comfortable and earn money (Cisneros 5). It is possible to work with non-profit 

organizations, religious groups, and government agencies to develop affordable housing (Cisneros 129).A combination 

of design and sustainable practices allows for a reduction in long-term costs for the homeowners and renters.Applying 

good design principles and sustainable practices to multi-family hOUSing is more cost effective than Single-family housing 

because it allows for more open public space, less resource consumption, and lower costs for land because of higher 

densities (Cisneros 135). 
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The New Urbanism ideas allow for more affordable housing options because of the overall community design and lower 

development costs. Site selection, street and lot design, and the construction of homes are important components 

to address in sustainable design. Housing becomes more affordable in compact developments linked by sidewalks and 

bike trails because it allows for more pedestrian mobility, which means residents spend less on transportation, and 

developers save money on infrastructure costs. Nearby amenities and services can encourage community connections 

and affordability (Cisneros 135). Making smaller lot sizes for single~family homes saves money for home-buyers and 

renters, but multi-family housing is cheaper to build. Developers can also save money by reducing street widths, 

extending lower costs to residents (Cisneros 137). Green tactics for home location to maximize the amount of sunlight 

and natural ventilation for the unit make it more energy efficient and affordable. Using landscape systems for storm 

water runoff instead of typical infrastructure saves on construction costs, and saves on utility bills for the homeowners 

(Cisneros 142-144).AII of these methods create more sustainable communities because compact development impacts 

the environment less and saves money for the developers, businesses, and residents. New Urbanism guidelines apply 

to Latinos' preferences for communities and dictate the community design to create more affordable housing that 

addresses cultural heritage for the growing population. 

An example of affordable housing is in Chattanooga, Tennessee. Some housing developments are mixed-income and 

mixed-use with residential and commercial locations close to the downtown center. The design follows New Urbanism 

principles with "human-scale buildings, walk-able neighborhoods, and green construction" (Burdick 58). Residents have 

four housing types from which to choose: single-family bungalows, two-story townhouses, and apartments aimed at 

low-income residents with subsidized rent payments (Burdick 58). Offering Latinos and residents a variety of options in 

affordable housing allows them to reach goals of homeownership and improves the neighborhood. 

Providing more affordable housing is also viable in Indianapolis, which is demonstrated by Fall Creek Place, a 26-block 

neighborhood on the near north side of Indianapolis (Palladino 12).The goal of the project is to make a mixed-income 

and diverse community with many housing choices, recreational opportunities, and commercial uses (Palladino 12). 

HUD grants require that over 50% of the housing units be designated for those earning 80% or less of the area's 

median income. and the city does not want to displace existing residents (Palladino 12). The four million dollar grant 

requires 265 homes to be built. but over 300 home sites and 46 rehabilitation opportunities were identified (Palladino 

12). Other goals are to create viable retail nodes, add neighborhood parks, make gateways to the community, and 

improve infrastructure (Palladino 12).The city provided subsidies and incentives to accommodate the mixed-income 

hOUSing requirements. and to gain the private business enterprises. Infrastructure improvements included new streets, 
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sidewalks, alleys, street lights, landscape elements, and curbs (Palladino 13). Design considerations included the balance 

of affordable homes with quality design, and that low-income and market-rate units could not differ in appearance 

(Palladino 14). Historic homes are also rehabilitated and included into the streetscape (Palladino 13).This project allows 

for mixed-income housing for many residents and attempts to limit the displacement of existing residents, which are 

two important goals for revitalization projects. The implementation of commercial and residential uses and public parks 

also make more vibrant communities. By making specific guidelines about the appearance of homes, and making them 

indistinguishable, the community can thrive without social stigmas. Principles from Fall Creek Place are implemented in 

the Irvington framework and master plan areas to accommodate recent Latino immigrants and current residents. 

Latino culture includes many characteristics that can be applied to a community redevelopment in the Irvington 

neighborhood of Indianapolis. Plazas, open space, and the public realm represent the most utilized parts of a Latino 

population and are considered in the new framework, master, and site-scale plans, but the new plans also consider 

how the Latino population has already shaped and transformed the existing urban fabric. In addition, educational, 

health, business, affordable residential, and other entertainment facilities are included to encourage upward mobility 

of individuals and economic growth. Many of the Latino community characteristics align with New Urbanism and 

sustainable design methods, which makes using sustainability in the revitalization a natural and consistent process. 
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PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 


MISSION STATEMENT, GOALS & OBJECTIVES 
The mission of this project is to analyze how Latino culture can affect urban revitalization methods and how to 

use these principles and characteristics in framework, master, and site-scale plans for a portion of the Irvington 

neighborhood in Indianapolis, Indiana. The plans will integrate and use the Latino culture and current transformations to 

create a vibrant community for residents and visitors. Because of the importance of plazas and open space to the Latino 

culture, a network of plazas and parks will connect to the existing park and trail networks in Irvington. The community 

will also encourage upward mobility through the addition of educational, job, and health services. Affordable housing and 

compact and sustainable design will guide the overall design, as these methods are also important to Latino culture. The 

following goals and objectives describe the framework, master, and site plans: 

• Design with sustainable practices for development 

• Establish locations for urban agriculture 

• Use compact and mixed-use development 

• Manage storm water on-site and make storm water systems community amenities 

• Limit and reduce surface parking 

• Build upon urban transformations the Latino culture has made 

• Connect to current retail locations and make a commercial district and network. 
• Use similar colors and art forms, like murals and images of heritage 

• Use examples from other places to create a dynamic community with many activities 

• Provide educational, health, and career services to encourage upward mobility 

• Connect to current programs and organizations, like La Plaza, and suggest a location for branch of La Plaza 

in the community 

• Use the schools and other facilities in the neighborhood to house English as a Second Language and other 

educational programs 
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• Use characteristics of Latino culture as design inspiration 

• Provide entertainment options, such as a soccer field and dancing locations 

• Use elements from Latin dance in design 

• Design a network of plazas and parks 

• Strengthen family and social networks by encouraging business networks through commercial, housing, 

and mixed-use development 

• Provide affordable housing options to encourage homeownership 

• Use compact development and sustainable practices to reduce cost 

• Create multi-family and single-family subsidized housing 

• Reduce street widths and use alleys 

CLIENTS AND USERS 

• Current and future residents of Irvington 

• G rowing Latino population in Indianapolis 

• Irvington Development Organization 

• Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization [Community Development] 

• La Plaza, Inc. and the Indiana Latino Institute in Indianapolis 

• Visitors and tourists 

• Business owners [retail, restaurant, office, etc.] 

• Developers and construction companies 

• Irvington Neighborhood Groups [i.e. Irvington Terrace Neighborhood] 

• Indianapolis Neighborhood Resource Center 



DELIMITATIONS + ASSUMPTIONS 


DELrMITATIONS 

• This project will not consider all different ethnicities defined as "Latino." 

• This project will not address the issue of illegal immigration. 

• This project will not include provisions for attaining sufficient funding. 

• This project will not re-design the entire Irvington Neighborhood area. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

• Zoning variances will be obtained to accommodate affordable housing and mixed-use developments. 

• Public-Private Partnerships within the community will be formed with tax incentives to increase and encourage 

development. 

• Vacant lots or bUildings are available for new development or reuse. 

• Schools and other organizations will provide support for educational programs and English as a Second Language 

programs. 



DEFINITIONS 


Affordable Housing: refers to housing that costs no more than 30% of income for those making 80% of the median 

income for single-family housing, and 50% of the median income for multi-family housing. 

Barrio: refers to a neighborhood comprised of more than 50% Latino population. 

Latino/Hispanic: refers to people that trace their heritage to Central or South America or the Caribbean. 

Low-income neighborhood: refers to a neighborhood where a large percentage of people earn below 80% of the 

median income, require affordable housing provisions, or free or reduced lunch provisions for their children in school. 

Mercado: refers to a marketplace in the public realm with vendors and the sale of a variety of goods, usually from 

Latino countries of origin . 

Revitalization: refers to the process of redesigning a specific area in order to improve the engagement of residents 

and visitors, the local economy, area aesthetics, and the environment. 

Sustainability: refers to the idea that humans and the environment can work as one system and that human 

development will not negatively impact the environment. 

Sustainable Design: refers to design methods that integrate human development and the environment to create 

economical, compact, healthy, and environmentally-sensitive development. 

Urban: refers to a type of neighborhood within the metropolitan area of a major city and close to the city's core. 



PROJECT PROGRAM 


GENERAL PROGRAM: 
A framework plan that aims to integrate the growing Latino population will cover a 350-acre section of the Irvington 

neighborhood, three-and-a-half miles east of downtown Indianapolis, Indiana. This area is bound by Lowell Avenue to 

the north, University Avenue to the south, Kitley Avenue to the east, and Irvington Street to the west. The framework 

plan includes part of the Irvington Historic District, which ends at Arlington Avenue on the east.The area from 

Arlington Avenue to Kitley Avenue is not part of the Historic District.The framework plan will include guidelines and 

locations for appropriate infill of residential, commercial, and park areas that fit the current zoning and architectural 

requirements. In addition, the plan includes design suggestions for commercial areas and Bonna Avenue improvements. 

The master plan section covers a 84.5-acre area, which currently includes the Irvington Plaza shopping center, and 

extends from Kitley Avenue west to Bolton Avenue, and half a block to the north and one block to the south. This area 

will serve as a connection to current revitalization projects and provide an example for future development, fitting the 

adjacent historical context. This plan will include designs of residential areas, commercial areas, park and plaza space, and 

sustainable development with storm water management, urban agriculture, and New Urbanism ideas. Additionally, this 

development integrates elements of Latino culture, helps Latinos gain upward mobility, and serves the existing residents. 

Finally, a 1.54-acre Central Plaza is the site-scale example to demonstrate site programming, plant choices, engineering 

tactics, and materials that emphasize the design concept. 

Framework Plan: 350-acre area of Irvington neighborhood 

Master Plan: 84.5-acre area, including the existing Irvington Plaza shopping center 

Site-scale Plan: 1.54-acre plaza and adjacent buildings 

OVERALL NECESSARY COMPONENTS: 

• Suggest new additions fitting the historic context 

• Use Latino cultural characteristics 

• Provide open space, including plazas, park space, and urban agriculture 

• Design using compact and mixed-use development 

• Connect to services, commercial uses, entertainment options 

• Use current Latino transformations 

• Implement storm water management tactics 

• Encourage opportunities to increase social and family networks 
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STREETSCAPETREATMENTS: 


• Include sidewalks on all streets, both sides when possible 

• Implement bike lanes to connect to PennsyTrail and trail oetworks 

• Include bus stops for the IndyGo buses along Washington Street 

• Line the streets with trees and wide tree lawns or tree boxes 

• Design bio-swales to filter storm water runoff 

• Reduce the number of curb cuts and do not widen right-of-ways 

• Create opportunities for gathering with appropriate shade and sun 

COMMERC.IAL AREAS; 

• Encourage local businesses and offices 

• Allow for educational outreach and networking programs / organizations 

• Grow upon the Latino influence and transformations 

• Include mixed-use development with residential, office, and retail uses 

• Allow for urban agriculture and storm water management tactics 

RESIDENTIAL AREAS· 

• Allow for 50% affordable housing units [per HUD restrictions] 

• Design single- and multi-family hou~ing 

• Design housing areas to accommodate Latino families 

• Create alley access for the majority of homes 

• Design homes to be similar to existing Irvington homes 

• Allow for interior courtyards, urban agriculture, and storm water management tactics 

PARKS. OPEN SPACE. PlAZAS: 

• Design a strong plaza and park network within the framework and master plans 

• Connect to current parks and the Pennsy Trail 

• Allow at least 80% of the residential units to overlook green/open space 

• Include sustainable design elements, like storm water management and compact design 

• Design flexible areas that can be used for multiple functions 
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SYNTHESIS: 


The Irvington neighborhood of Indianapolis presents many opportunities for improvements and developments 

[see Diagrams 4 and 5, pages 42 and 43].This neighborhood has a history of tolerance and acceptance of other 

ethnicities and races (Indianapolis Historic Preservation Commission), making it a perfect location for implementing a 

revitalization plan that integrates and accommodates the growing Latino population without excluding current or future 

residents [see Appendix E].lrvington is famous for brick streets, winding and tree-lined streets, parks, and a variety of 

architectural styles, but it also has many landmarks [see Diagram 3, page 40], historic homes, and a strong mix of uses 

ranging from residential to commercial to light industrial.As the land use suggests in Diagram 2 on page 39, most of 

the mixed uses occur along Washington Street, and the majority of single- and two-family homes start one or more 

blocks north or south of the corridor. In addition, Latino-owned businesses line Washington Street east of Arlington 

Avenue [see Figures 12 and 13, page 37]. New development can connect to these businesses to create stronger social 

networks, an important element of Latino culture. Although Irvington is famous for the parks, only one public park 

exists within the 350-acre framework site and none exist within the 84.5-acre master plan area. The mix of uses and 

lack of community open space present opportunities for development of new commercial and residential areas and 

a park network that connects with the existing park system. Many of the streets could be improved or connected 

to enhance pedestrian circulation and to slow traffic. Washington Street is the most heavily trafficked street and 

improvements could include medians, storm water management features, and on-street parking [see Figures 45 and 46, 

page 66]. In addition, Ritter Avenue and Arlington Avenue need similar street improvements [see Figure 52, page 67].The 

Historic District starts at Arlington Avenue and ~ontinues west throughout the rest of the framework site, so special 

consideration was needed for changes made in that area.Vacant land and under-utilized spaces exist throughout the site 

and present opportunities for the first phase of development and improvements. 

RESEARCH: 

While researching, primary and secondary resources were used to define low-income and Latino neighborhoods 

and important characteristics of Latino culture.The primary resources included quantitative data from Census data 

and demographic information from surrounding schools that define the low-income and Latino neighborhoods. This 

information was found on the U.S. Census Bureau website, the Indiana Department of Education website, and the 

Hoosiers by the Numbers, Indiana Department ofWorkforce Development website. The secondary resources included 

a report from La Plaza, books, and journal articles. The report by La Plaza provided information on the definition of 

Latino neighborhoods and why Latinos face poverty. Books about Latino culture, family values, and social networks are 

available in Bracken Library at Ball State University. One book, entitled, Latino Poverty in the New Century: Inequalities, 
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Challenges, and Barriers by Maria Vidal Haymes, Keith M. Kilty, and Elizabeth A. Segal, provides more insight about the 

sources of Latino poverty. Two books entitled Casa y Comunidad, by Henry Cisneros, which I own, and Understanding 

Latino Families: Scholarship, Policy, and Practice, written by Ruth E. Zambrana, also available in Bracken Library, provided 

detailed descriptions of Latino family values and social networks. Entertainment characteristics are described in 

Hispanic Spaces, Latino Places by David Arreola, found in Bracken Library, and in, "Embracing Difference: Salsa Fever in 

New Jersey," written by Katherine Borland for the Journal ofAmerican Folklore. The understanding of important facets of 

Latino culture and what defines low-income and Latino neighborhoods helped determine important pieces to include in 

the designs and how to retain and use the existing Latino culture in the design. 

Primary and secondary resources were used to determine how the Latino population has changed the urban fabric 

throughout the country and in Indianapolis. Examples of the transformations throughout the country are identified in 

Hispanic Spaces, Latino Places, by David Arreola, and Magical Urbanism, by Mike Davis. The books described how different 

ethnic groups have shaped the urban environment that immigrants have inherited, such as building transformations, 

the use of plazas and open space, businesses, street use, and festivals. In addition, direct observation of the Irvington 

location provided insight on how the growing Latino population has affected the area. Many qualitative site visits 

with careful documentation of businesses, interactions, and fa~ade changes were informative and integral parts of the 

research. Community design methods that allow Latinos to share their culture were also important, and were found in 

Casa y Comunidad. The information collected from this research provided a greater understanding of how the Latinos 

use inherited spaces to demonstrate their culture, and how to retain this in the revitalization plans. 

Data about eXisting Indianapolis educational and community services for Latinos were collected using secondary 

resources. A report by Laura Littlepage for La Plaza and La Plaza's website prOVided information about programs and 

services that La Plaza sponsors. The Project Stepping Stone website described the program for helping Latino high 

school students reach goals of higher education. The Indiana Latino Institute website described different services 

throughout th~ state that the organization sponsors. Interviews with leaders in the community, specifically with 

Amandula Henry of the Irvington Development Organization [see Appendix 0], provided greater insight about the 

community's desire to support and integrate the growing Latino population. 

Collecting qualitative information about sustainable design solutions came from many secondary sources. Information 

about New Urbanism practices was useful for sustainable design that considers Latinos, and was found in Casa y 

Comunidad. Additional information for greening cities and urban environments was found in Growing Greener Cities, 
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edited by Eugenie L. Birch and Susan Wachter, available in the Architecture Library at Ball State University. Affordable 

housing is an important factor for sustainable and Latino neighborhood design, and methods to make the community 

affordable were found in Casa y Comunidad.A case study in the Bronx in New York City called Melrose Commons 

provided great insight into revitalization involving a Latino community and is a sustainable neighborhood, achieving 

LEED certification [see page 44].This information was available on Magnusson Architecture and Planning's website. In 

addition, storm water management practices and urban agriculture are ways to make a community more sustainable. 

Casa y Comunidad, Growing Greener Cities, and the Sustainable Sites Initiative's website provided information on storm 

water management and urban agriculture and how they may benefit the community and fit the Latino culture. 

Quantitative information gathered about the Irvington site were also important, such as topography land use, available 

on the Indianapolis Planning website and through direct observation, to determine the best locations for all of the 

components. Many elements make up sustainable design, and researching multiple methods and how they apply to the 

community and Latino culture, provided better design concepts for the framework and master plans. 

Current revitalization methods used in Indianapolis and across the country were researched using secondary methods. 

Journal articles and books provided information about different case studies and methods.Two articles in Urban Land, 

one by Beth Mattson-Teig, and the other by multiple authors, discussed revitalization projects that have occurred in 

Indianapolis and throughout the Midwest. In addition, information about the site's current revitalization plan, found 

on the Indianapolis Planning website provided insight on current changes and accommodating the Latino population. 

Affordable housing and mixed-use development help revitalization projects and another project in Indianapo'lis, Falll 

Creek Place, is a case study of this method.An article entitled, "If revitalization can occur on the near north side of 

Indianapolis, it can occur anywhere," written by Chris Palladino, and included in the March 2003 issue of Planning 

describes the Fall Creek Place neighborhood redevelopment [see page 45]. Much of the information from this sub

problem could be applied to the others, but it provided a framework for starting the design and planning processes for 

revitalizing the Irvington neighborhood and incorporating the growing Latino population. 

DESIGN METHODOLOGY: 

Because of the research, the designer started with two concepts for the overall design, derived from the Latino culture. 

The concepts included the idea that plaza activity and density change at certain times of the day, and the other came 

from the importance of dance to Latino culture. As stated in multiple sources, plazas and parks are important to Latino 

culture, used daily, not solely for special events.The plaza concept extrapolated the varying degrees of activity and 

denSity into phYSical elements, such as buildings, amounts of vegetation, and differing degrees of activity encouraged lin 
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certain areas [see Diagram II, page 49]. The dance concept built upon the importance of dance to Latino culture and 

used ideas from dance and rhythm to design in all stages, from overarching themes and connections, to materials and 

paving design. The first concept's strengths were that it allowed a strong network of plazas and varying zones of activity; 

however, it would be difficult to show the idea of varying activity and density in all three levels of design.The dance 

concept was chosen because of the abiHty to incorporate the rhythm of dance in street layout, addressing the historical 

street layout, and to bring ideas of dance throughout all levels of design. In addition, ideas, such as a plaza network, and 

varying zones of activity, from the plaza concept could be implemented [see Diagrams 12 to 21, pages 51 to 53]. 

On the framework scale, the dance concept was used to specify places to revitalize and to enliven the streets. In 

addition, the streets and Pennsy Trail were curved to mimic the historic Romantic street layout and to connect streets 

through the existing Irvington Plaza shopping center. Zones of activity were created with highly active spaces, passive 

spaces, and medium activity levels. An example from the framework plan of a node and street improvements is shown 

in Figure I, below. Streets were curved through vacant lots, and parks and urban agriculture were implemented in the 

formed spaces [see Diagram 28 on page 60].The dance concept was demonstrated in the master plan with building 

layout, materials, colors, and park and pedestrian path networks. Building setbacks were varied, allowing for small plaza 

spaces, and apartments with courtyards that allow residents to host larger events. The designer formed the general 

street, park, and pedestrian networks prior to building locations, and an example is shown in Figure 2, below. 

Figure I: Framework pion green space node Rgure 2: Master plan example ofa pedestrian path connecting the plaza and 
and altered street layout using vacant land park, varied bur/ding setbacks. and small spaces outside buildings 
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The designer implemented the dance concept in the site plan by using the curved paving pattern as an organizing 

element in the plaza. The orange curves were complemented by yellow and red concrete unit pavers for bright colors. 

Then, the designer programmed spaces for activities specific to businesses in the adjacent buildings, and the middle 

open area became a flexible space for large community events. Material choices reflect the flow of dance and brightness 

of color, connecting to the Latino transformations. Murals on the buildings painted by local artists also relate to Latino 

heritage and Irvington's history as an arts community.An example of these ideas is shown Figure 3, below. 

Figure 3: Site plan example ofprogrammed 
activities and spaces thal accommodate the 
adjacent buildmg uses 

Because of the importance of dance to Latino culture, the designer derived the concept from many facets of dance 

and created zones of activity in the framework plan with specific locations to act as catalysts for development. The 

master plan includes building setbacks, park and pedestrian path networks, and land use designations. The site plan 

uses materials, elements, and spatial organization to demonstrate the conceptual ideas. The community revitalization 

accommodates the growing Latino population of the area without excluding other users, residents, and visitors. Many 

of the Latino cultural characteristics present ideas considered beneficial to community development, such as frequent 

use of plazas and park space, strong family and social networks, compact development, walkable communities, mixed-use 

development, shared open space, and locally-owned businesses. 
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SITEVICINITY 
• 	Part of the Irvington Neighborhood, 3.5 miles east of 

downtown Indianapolis 
• Much of the site is within a National Historic District 

Framework area [350 ac] 

Master Plan area [84.5 ac] 

_ Site Plan area [1.54 ac] 

Figure ·4: Stare location [top lefi], Irvington locatIon [top right] •all three plan boundorles within [he Irvington neighborhood [obave1 

Figure 5: TIlomos CArr HoweCOmmUll/lY High 
School, west of the site (McColley) 

Figure 6: IrVington Community Charter High 
Sellool in the former Guardion'~ Home on 
University Avenue (McColley) 

Figure 7: Irving Cirde Pori< and surrolltlf:fmg 
residential area On Audl/bon Road 
(McColley) 
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The Irvington neighborhood covers four Census tracts on the east side of Indianapolis.The site does not cover the 

entire neighborhood, but a portion that has been transformed by the Latino population, and that has commercial, 

institutional, religious, educational, residential, and recreational uses. The framework plan scale covers 350 acres, and is 

defined as the Washington Street corridor, expanding to Lowell Avenue to the north and to University Avenue to the 

south. The other boundaries are Irvington Street, which links to Julian Avenue, on the west, and South Kitley Avenue on 

the east. Multiple opportunities for infill and rehabilitation exist throughout the site, but particularly along Washington 

Street. Streetscape improvements are in process for the majority ofWashington Street (Henry), and some rehabilitation 

of buildings and revitalization has occurred. The master plan portion, including Irvington Plaza shopping center, is 84.5 

acres. The shopping center location has broad expanses of parking, few open stores, and many vacant buildings; this 

portion is addressed as a Planned Unit Development [see Plan 2, page 62]. The 1.54-acre site-scale plan is the new 

Central Plaza within the master plan on Washington Street between Ridgeview and Kenmore Avenues [see Plan 3, page 

78]. 

Figure 8: Framework (lreo wIth majur so"eets 

Figure 9: Ir'lmgum Plaza, showing LA Figure 10: Irvington Plaza, expansIve parking Figure I I: Irvington Plaza, shOWing the 
Hacienda Restaurant (McCalley) and lack ofcustomers (McColley) xponslve parking (McColley' 
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figure 12.: Latino businesses along Washington Figure 13: Latino businesses alongWdsllington Figure 1-4; Vacant lot on Good Avenue In a 
Screet {Iocally-owned grocery store] Street [travel and [ax services, salon and·barber single-(amily residential area (McColley) 
(McColiey) shoP] (McColley) 

Site commercial elements include many stores along W ashington Street that are locally-owned retail shops, offices, 

and restaurants, and east of Arlington Avenue, on Washington Street, the Latino changes on the commercial sector are 

more evident. Institutional, religious, and educational uses include multiple churches, such as the Irvington Presbyterian 

Church [see Figure 19, page 40] and the Irvington United Methodist Church, the recently constructed Marion County 

Public Library at Washington Street and Audubon Road, and schools in the surrounding area. Residential options are 

varied and include apartments, Single-family homes, and duplexes. Multi-family and single-family housing are distributed 

together throughout the site [see Figure 4-A, page A-S].Washington Street is a major circulation route, which presents 

obstacles for pedestrian movement, but sidewalks are on both sides of the street. Recreational uses surround the 

framework plan site and include linkages to the trails and public parks. The new Pennsy Trail runs through and near 

the site, and connects to the trail networks throughout Indianapolis. In addition, Ellenberger Park, Christian Park, 

and Pleasant Run Golf Club, which are all in close proximity to the site, provide open space amenities. However, 

the residences within the framework and master plan areas do not have a large park or public open space within a 

comfortable walking distance. The area lacks an abundance of night entertainment as well. 

The Irvington neighborhood provides many amenities and opportunities for development that could integrate 

the Latino population. Using the culture as inspiration can open more opportunities for commercial, residential, 

recreational, and educational uses. 
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....~............................................................ ............................................................................................. 
... .... 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Commercial Washington Street: ACTIVITY LEVEL 

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Residential Washington Street: ACTIVITY LEVEL 

Diagram I: Figure ground of frameworr area 

PACE AN IVATE SPACE 
• Washington Street activity [see bars above; more white lines indicate more activity] 

Washington Street / US 40 has most of the commercial uses with locally·owned and national stores 
Washington Street / US 40 also has some residential uses [mostly multi-family housing] 

• Vacant and under-utilized land is spread throughout different parts of the site area [residential, commercial, etc] 
• Streets vary in size, traffic, and use [Washington Street is the most heavily trafficked road] 
• Spaces around buildings and along streets create a large percentage of open space 
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Figure 15: George W. jll/,em Elementary SdJoo/ Figure 16: Multi-family hOl.lsing wltll mterlor Figure 17. Sing/ec and two-family housing on 

57 [IPS] cu Washington and Ritter Avenue courtyard on WashIngton SUeet (McColley) Audubon Road (McColley) 

(McColley) 


u 
• Mix of land uses throughout the site [commercial; institutional; religious; single-, two-, and multi-family housing] 
• Substantial amount of vacant land and lots 
• Commercial along Washington Street and BonnaAvenue I future PennsyTrail 
• Little park space within the site context 

Legend 

• 	 Commercial! Office! Light Industry • Educational! Institutional 

Apartments! Condominiums • Rel igious 

Single- orTv.o-Family Housing [1 Park Space 

Vacant 
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Figu rc 18: Current revitalization efforts on Figure 19: Irvington Presbyterian Church Figure 20; Latino businesses along 
Washington Street (McColley) (McColley) Washington Street with a mural painted 

because ofcommunity work (McColley) 

SIGNIFIC/\NT P CES 
• Hispanic businesses line parts of Washington Street [see Figure 20] 
• Streetscape revital,ization efforts from Bolton Avenue to Emerson Avenue (west of the site) [see Figure 18] 
• Historical buildings and churches are in the site context [see Figure 19] 

Important Historical/Cultural Feature 

Known Hispanic-owned business 

- Site within Historic District 

Current Revitalization Ph. I 

PennsyTraii 
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INVENTORY OBSERVATIONS 

Infrastructure 

• Some concrete sidewalks are in bad condition and some old brick streets remain 

• Narrow streets with on-street parking; cars must drive slowly and coordinate with on-coming traffic 

• Mature trees, many power lines, curvy streets, small lots, some alleys 

Atmosphere 

• Some students walk home from school and residents walk around the neighborhood 

• Large amounts of vehicular traffic, even on small streets, especially on Washington Street 

Arlington Avenue [Historic District begins here and continues west] 

• Two-way street with turn lanes, no on-street parking, and many curb cuts 

• Mainly residential with wide setbacks, small tree lawns, and sidewalks 

Washington Street 

• Mostly one-story commercial buildings close to the street 

• Four lanes, one turn lane, and on-street parking from Audubon Road west to Layman Avenue 

• Wide sidewalks [8' or IS'] and not many street trees, no tree lawn, no barrier from street 

• Commercial includes: hair studios, restaurants, collectors' store, novelty shops, clothing store, music store, 

realtor; florist, antique stores, bakeries, an educational use, and a used bookstore 

Lowell Avenue and North ofWashington Street 

• Mostly large single-family homes in good condition; no apparent vacancies east ofAudubon Road 

• On-street parking, sidewalks, few driveways, some brick streets [Irvington Street], many power lines 

Bonna Avenue 

• Not in good condition, very narrow [about 12'], some brick to Audubon, some asphalt, little sidewalk 

• Backs of buildings front the street, somewhat disorganized, some homes in bad condition, many fences 

• Pennsylvania Railroad was north of the street, and it will be PennsyTrail 

Ritter Avenue 

• Residential south of Washington Street I U.S. 40 

• Two-way street, parking both sides, sidewalks about 5' wide 

Julian Avenue 

• Parking on one side of the street, two-way street, 4' sidewalks on one side, narrow setback 

Audubon Road 

• Two-way street, parking on both sides, sidewalks on both sides [5.5'],4' tree lawn, narrow setbacks 
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Diagram 4: Analyst! 

Figure :2.2: Audubon Road with multi- and 
single-family homes. Tile street can be Improved 
with storm woter management and aesthetic 
additions. (McColley) 

Figure 23:.0pportunities (or street 
improvements on Bonna Avenue neor Good 
Avenue In tlle residential area '(McColley) 

Figure 21; Opportunities for street 
improvements on Sonno Avenue at Audubon 
Road near a commercial area (McColley) 

ANALYSI~' <;TREET IMPROVEMENTS, STORM WATER, OPEN SPACE 
• Street Improvements: 

• Add storm water management features to major arterial streets with large rights-of-way 
• Maintain Historic District right-of-way regulations 
• Implement traffic calming on Washington Street, Arlington Avenue, and Ritter Avenue 
• Add trees, medians, and bike lanes 
• Design for bio-swales and rain gardens 
• Improve Bonna Avenue's circulation and aesthetics [see Figure 21, above] 

• Open Space Improvements: 
• Use vacant space for parks, plazas, urban agriculture 
• Connect open space with viewsheds, pedestrian paths, and way-finding measures 
• Utilize storm water management methods in open space areas 
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Diagram S:Anoly$;s 

Dey p f\JITI 

Figure 2<4: Former Indy East Mocel [now Figure 25: Some commercial areas along Figure 26: Irvmgton Plaza, a fairly vacant 
vacant1 could be used (or a community use Washmgton Street and Bonna Avenue can be shopping center, can be redeveloped (or mixed 
(McCoJley) improved (McColley) use (McG:Jlley) 

• Redevelop Irvington Plaza [see Figure 26] for mixed-use development with residential and commercial 
• Include sustainable practices, urban agriculture, open space, and good storm water management in redevelopment 
• Improve many residential and commercial areas [see Figure 25] 
• Infill single-family and multi-family residential on vacant lots and reuse buildings [see Figure 24] 
• Avoid the removal of historically significant buildings 
• Follow the Historic District guidelines for redevelopment 
• Improve the infrastructure when necessary 
• Connect new development to public park space, trails, plazas 

Legend 

.. 	Commercial and Mixed Use Redevelopment Opportunity 


Multi-Family Residential Redevelopment Opportunity

I 

-:J Single- orTv.o-Family Residential Redevelopment Opportunity 

Community Use Redevelopment Opportunity 

_. Commercial and Mixed Use Improvements Opportunity 

Multi-Family Residential Improvements Opportunity 

Single- and Tv.o-Family Residential Improvements Opportunity 

~,I!® 
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MELROSE COMMONS; SOUTH BRONX, NEW YORK CITY, NY 

• Latino Community Accommodations: 
• 35-block low-income and increasingly Latino neighborhood was experiencing unwanted renewal plans 
• Residents and neighborhood association, Nos Quedamos, worked with Magnusson Architects and Planners 
• Residents requested a mixed-use, pedestrian community with access to jobs, entertainment, education 

• Growing Hispanic population influenced the identity 

• Resident Accommodations: 
• Retail development and housing for multiple income levels 

• Access to public transportation 
• Affordable housing and services 
• Ability to expand existing businesses 
• No displacement of existing residents and businesses 

• Sustainable Additions: 
• LEED-ND certified community 
• Less surface parking and more access to mass transit 
• Mixed-income housing for ownership and renting 
• Use of existing street patterns 
• Building orientation maximizes sunlight and ventilation Figure 27:Melrose Commons Pion ("Me/rose Comrtlo"s'~) 

• Infill of residences and new buildings 
• Storm water management practices with wetlands and landscape elements on the streets 
• Recycling and reuse of materials 

(Magnusson) 

• Application to Irvington: 
• No displacement of residents and providing affordable housing 
• Storm water management and sustainable design practices with more open space 
• Use of existing street networks to create stronger connections 
• Building upon Latino neighborhood transformations to revitalize the neighborhood 
• Infill of residences and new buildings 
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FALL CREEK PLACE: INDIANAPOLIS, IN 

• Affordability: 
• Mixed-income and diverse community 
• Many housing choices and recreational opportunities 
• HUD grants that required 50% of the housing to be designated 

for those earning 80% or less of median income 
• Subsidies and incentives to accommodate mixed-income housing 

requirements from the city 
• Affordable homes with quality design 
• Market-rate and affordable units do not differ in appearance 

• Community Development: 
• Four million dollar HUD grant required 265 homes (over 300 

home sites and 46 rehabi litation opportunities identified) 
• New streets, sidewalks, alleys, street lights, landscape, curbs 
• Historic homes rehabilitated 
• Little displacement of current residents 
• Commercial and residential uses and public parks 

(Palladino) 

• Application to Irvington: 
• Little displacement of residents 
• Affordable housing and mixed-income housing 
• Commercial space and park space 
• Rehabilitation of historic homes and buildings 
• Diverse community 
• Historical context considerations 
• Phasing development 

Figure 31 : Fall Creek Place gateway marker and an 
adjacent home (Fall Creek Place) 

Figure 32: Fall Creek Place home charader (Fall 
Creek Place) 

Figure 33: Be(ore and after ora hisWic foil Creek Place "ome rehf)bilitotlOfl (Fall Creek Place) 
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THE MISSION DISTRICT: SAN FRANCISCO, CA 

• Mission Street Character: 
• Primary retail corridor 
• Sidewalk and arcades feel like a mercado [pedestrians mingle with vendors] 
• Grocery stores, travel agencies, money-transfers, music stores 
• Mission Cultural Center for Latino arts 

• Latino Movement: 
• Historically a working-dass neighborhood 
• Hispanic restaurants and specialty shops built in the 1950's 
• Social networks encourage others to move there 
• Lack of steady employment remains a problem 
• Service agencies struggle to support new immigrants 
• Latinos congregate at plazas serving the rapid transit stations 

• Latino Sense of Place: 
• Latinos are diverse in countries of origin 
• Festivals [Le. Cinco de Mayo has been an event since 1965] 
• Murals by street artists, not professionals 
• Carnival festival is a multi-ethnic parade down Mission Street 
• Community art [approximately 100 public murals] 
• Cultural centers [Visitor Center, Arts Center, Classes] 
• Concerns about gentrification 

(Arreola 84-97) 

• Application to Irvington: 
• Irvington is historically a working-class-neighborhood 
• Increase of Latino population in recent years 
• Providing a retail and service area to serve the population 
• Offering apartments and dense living 
• Adding murals to buildings 
• Using community art 

Figure 34 Women's Center Mural 
(Mission District) 

Figure 35: Fence or a building with 0 mural 
(Mission District) 
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DON VALLEY AND NORTHYORK:TORONTO, CANADA 


• Characteristic Uses in these Iranian Communities: 
• Public open spaces used for social functions, celebrations, and ceremonies 
• Distinctive markets and plazas 
• Religious meeting places 
• Presence of culture-specific restaurants 
• Locations for local art and music 
• Retail and commercial areas at intersections of main streets 
• Curved roads with sights and landscape elements 

• Iranian Cultural Characteristics not in these Communities: 
• Specific urban design elements in different ethnic neighborhoods 
• Formal and functional enclosure of spaces 
• Entrance gates for the neighborhood 
• Small neighborhoods with daily necessities 
• Symbolic forms on and in buildings 
• Rows of trees along the streets 
• Building main roads along rivers and with the landscape 
• Unique design of houses, facades, and roads in different ethnic areas 
• Signs denoting important places or dates 
• Cultural, recreational, or community centers 

(Faryadi 15-19) 

• Application to Irvington: 
• Placing main retail along the busiest streets 
• Continuing the use of curved streets with landscape elements 
• Planting rows of trees along the streets 
• Providing daily necessities within a walkable distance 
• Including a cultural center for entertainment and culture-specific activities 
• Increasing the open space for festivals, celebrations, and social functions 

"There seems to be little 
evidence of planning policies that 
make room for and encourage 
distinctive urban forms that are 
more reflective of the cultures 
of ethnic groups concentrated 
in particular neighbourhoods." 
(Faryadi, 19) 

Figure 38: Entrance to tile main 
bazaar (Faryadi) 



DESIGN PROCESS: concepts 


CONCEPT I: IMPORTANCE OF DANCETO LATINO CULTURE 
• Uses the rhythm and specific aspects of dance to create connections and design 
• Encourages improved development in specific areas 
• Creates connections to dlfferent places throughout the site 

~ 

DIagram 6: Initial concept 
development with rhythm 
theme and abstraa paths 
(or connections. Speafk 
locations were identi~ed 
for improvemerlt and 
development 

STPENr.;T 
• Addresses an important aspect of Latino culture 
• Enables building upon the current street layout 
• Provides connections to important nodes 
• Provides connections to improved areas 

Diagram 7 [rightJ: Detailed 
development ofdallce 
concept with speafte 
identified areas to increase 
actiVIty 

Diagram 8 rbelow left}: 
Building setback vanations 
and connections to 
;mportont places 

Diagldnl 9 [below right]: 
Movements from donce that 
could be applied to materials 
and spatia/organization 
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WEAKNESSES 
• Becomes artificial when spread over a large area 
• Following paths could be difficult because they do not 

take existing routes 
• Becomes too abstract for a framework area 
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DESIGN PROCESS: concepts 


COf'ICEPT 2: PLAZA DENSITY AND ACTIVITY 
• Uses the changing levells of interaction and activity in plazas to create zones of activity 
• Includes density and activity areas that change depending on location 
• Encourages different types of development, including commercial, residential, and green space 
• Illustrates the importance of plazas and parks to Latino culture 
• Creates a connected plaza and park network 

Diagram I0: Initial concept development for plaza concept with varied zones ofactivity. SPecific areas were designated (or green space, 
commerda/ uses, and residential uses. 

~ . 
.)\ 

... .: ~~~ 
cf!&J~ ~~-')til- ti:tf;. ::t.",.~, .. r. r. •• Ie, , ",p ~~ 

Diagram I J: QUick sketch diagrams shOWing variations in density and activity ond connections to Important locations within the (famework site 

STRENGTH<; 
• Provides a connected plaza and park network 
• Allows for varying zones of activity and density within the framework and master plan areas 
• Indicates specific locations for commercial, residential, and park space 

WEAKNrSSES 
• Becomes difficult to extrapolate on a larger site scale to fully illustrate the concept 
• Connects to important places without consideration of current circulation system 
• Does not strongly show the importance of plazas and parks to Latino culture 



DESIGN ROCESS: final concept 


IMPORTANCE OF DANCETO LATINO CULTURE 
• Acts as more than a form of entertainment; it is a state of mind 
• Becomes a rebellion against the difficulties faced when immigrating to the United States 
• Connects Latinos with their heritage and opposes complete assimilation into American culture 
• Demonstrates the importance and independence of women 
• Many forms of dance because of the different cultures categorized as "Latino" 
• Many non-Latinos are drawn to the style of dance (Borland) 
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Diagram 12: Concept Diagram 

ENERGI THF. STREETS + DANCE (ACTIVE DEVELOPMENT] 
• Focus major street improvements on less pedestrian-friendly streets [Ritter Avenue, Arlington Avenue, 

Washington Street, Bonna Avenue] 
• Connect streets through the existing Irvington Plaza, and simulate the historic Romantic street layout 
• Use development nodes as catalysts for increasing street activity 
• Increase commercial and mixed-use space in current node areas 
• Add open space, agriculture, plazas. and single-family infill in vacant lots 
• Design open space within the mixed-use developments 

Legend o Important Development Node • •• Master Plan Area 

,L, 	 Increased Street PLtivity D Vacant I Under-utilized space 

Open Space I Single-Family Infill • New Street 

• J 	Street II'l'.provements 



DESIGN PROCESS: final concept 


SPACES BETWEEN BUILDINGS AND BUILDING PLACEMENT Diagram 13 

• Create interesting spaces between buildings and orient buildings to enhance the dance concept 
• Use plantings and other elements to create spaces and paths that seem like a dance and provide micro-climate 

conditions 

• Designed pedestrian paths a;;:;I • Comfort,lble winds are allowed ~J[~[ g through spaces 

Dance Space Between Buildings 

PAVING PATTERNSAI""JD MATERIALS Diagram 14 

• Use varied and colorful paving designs to emphasize the dance theme 
• Create spaces within plazas used for different functions, marked by material and plane change 
• Mlimic the curved road layout adjacent to traditional grid street patterns 
• Continue the same colors, themes, and patterns on pedestrian paths 

STORM WATER MANAGEMENT Diagram 15 
• Add better storm water management practices and show how they work 
• Use systems as educational and artistic tools and features 
• Include water features, best management practices, and filtration of water 
• Show and hide water features in open space and along streets 

• Make storm water an element 
..n,. &~ r,6 that dances through the site 

'1r t!J C • Show the system and how it 
ct~ ___-~ -». , .g works 

• Use water features and BeSt 

Management PracticesDance Stonn water 

I ~ ~, , 
~ '

• i' r=

Dance Paving Patterns 

J::I 
Q 

• Varied paving patterns 
• Individual spaces with 

different uses and 
enVironments 

• Walls and elements 
follow patterns 



DESIGN 


STREET LAYOUT Diagram 16 

• Becomes the dance element at the larger, framework scale 
• Addresses the historic street layout of Irvington with curved residential, streets and other straight streets 
• Allows for a variation in building setbacks and pocket parks to create spaces for pedestrians 

Curved streetS seem 
like a dance .J IU\L • Curved streetsJ:;I 
address the histone. - ~- -~. ·~\U!g 	 layout 

• Parks in roundabout 
and pocket areaslinlr- llnl'~: 


Dance 	 Street layout 
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MASTER PLAN AREA: ACTIV[ DEVElOPME;NTOiagl-am 17 

• Vary building setbacks from the street to create different spaces 
• Address the intersections with buildings and usable public space 
• Prevent the encroachment of commercial use on the residential area in the historic district 
• 	Make improvements on Washington Street and Arlington Avenue to increase pedestrian use and activity 

[commercial uses, pedestrian walkways, medians, trees] 
• Design a system of connected open spaces 
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o Important Development Node D Vacant I Under-{Jtilized space 

c Street Improvements [ New Development 
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• •• Master Plan Area 
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Slow-Paced (Residential) TANGO 

Diagram 18: Zones or aaivity based an use and dan~ type Diagram 19: Pennsy Trail curves to address historic street loyollt 

III

•• ........~................................. 
• 

Diagram 20: Curved streets to address the hIStoric street layout. Diagram 21: Vacant and under-utilized land and important 
anci new streets added to reConnect circulatIOn places to Increase SCi-eel activity 

ACTive DEVELOPMENT 
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DESIGN PROCESS: final concept 


-------...... 
Slow-Paced (Residential) TANGO 

Fast-Paced (Commercial) SALSA 

Slow-Paced (Residential) TANGO 

Semi-Fast-Paced (Comm + Res +Trail) CHA-CHA 

.... 


• Use street layouts and land use to create differing zones of activity [see Diagram 18] 
Create a calm-paced area with less activity using curved streets [residential infill, pocket parks, community 

gardens, small plazas] [TANGO] 
Offer places for more active development, like mixed-use development, on large, straight streets [SALSA] 
Add light commercial and residential on Bonna Avenue and Pennsy Trail [CHA-CHA] 

• 	Reconnect Julian Avenue in vacant lots east of Arlington Avenue and through the Irvington Plaza development to 
create a curved road and pocket parks inside the curves [see Diagram 20] 

• 	Curve Pennsy Trail [cannot change Bonna Avenue right-of-way because of Historic District] and maintain and 
update Bonna Avenue as a brick street [see Diagram 19] • 

Legend 

o Important Development Node Streets 

• LI Street Improvements 

••• 	Master Plan Area 


Vacant I Under~tilized space 
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DESIGN PROCESS: framework plan 
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IMPORTANT FRAMEWORK PLAN ELEMENTS Plan I 

Total area: 3C;O acre 
• Improves streetscapes with landscaped medians and storm water management 
• Addresses the PennsyTrail and existing street layout 
• Includes sustainable elements, like urban agriculture, pocket parks, and re-use of vacant and lots 
• Designates locations for commercial and residential development and improvement 
• Adds many acres of park and open space 
• Provides a community center location 
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DESIGN PROCESS: framework plan 
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Leg,end 

Green / Park / Open Space Development Opportunity to Increase Activity 

Commercial/Mixed Use Development . ~ Park Space Opportun.ity to Increase Activity 

Multi-Family Development II IStreet Improvements 
Single-Family Development •• New / Re-routed Street 

Community Center I II Pennsy Trail Proposal 

New Building 

0' 300' 600' 900' 1200' 



DESIGN PROCESS: fra'mework plan 


FRAMEWORK PLAN CHARACTER SKETCHES 
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Figure 41: Reuse vacant bUildings to create vIbrant community spaces. The addition of vegeto(Jon. murals. 
interesting paving patterns, orr. and other interestmg features creates p'aces dICIt -ali visitors and residents can 

,I. .. 

use. 

L~ 

~~. . 

) 

...., 

Figure 42: Enhance commercial areas in the framework area witll vegetation and storm water management 
features In the parking lots. fmprove facades when needed and create more pedestriarrfriendly access points. 



DESIGN PROCESS: framework plan 


f' 

\ 

Figure -43: Add community gardens and parks on vacant lots in residential areas for passive recreation and 
activity. Community gardens 0150 increase the , affordability oftlle area. 

Figure 44: Improve Bonna Avenue by adding brick pavers or removlIlg asphalt [it is partially a brrck street] 
and creating usable spaces next co tlle 'Pennsy Troil. lmplo'le sidewalk conditions and add trees. 



DESIGN PROCESS: master plan 


URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINES Diagram 22 

Washin~on Streetl 
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• Design a large plaza on Washington Street with buildings that open to it 
• Infill commercial development close to Washington Street Park / Open Space 
• Add residential [multi- and single-family] in Irvington Plaza PUD by the Pennsy Trail 
• Keep Marsh and la Hacienda restaurant in Irvington Plaza PUD Residential 
• Maintain unique sight lines that help with wayfinding 
• Connect streets for a stronger circulation network • Commercial 
• Use good storm water management practices 
• Include a roundabout park in the center to mimic the old street layout 
• Offer cosmetic facade treatment opportunities for existing businesses 

STREET CONNECTIONS Di~m 23 
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• Connect streets north ofWashington Street through the Irvington Plaza PUD development 
• Reconnect Julian Avenue through vacant lots and Irvington Plaza 
• Maintain small! rights-of-way and use trees, sidewalks, and some bike lanes 
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ECOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS Diagram 24 
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Diagram 25:Wind
• Wind directions in the winter [from the NW] and summer [from the SW] 
between bUIldings and

• Storm water flow and management 
storm water 

• Sunlight exposure to buildings and people management 
• Topography 
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• Create connections with sight lines and visibility of the large parks 
• Ensure the ability to see important buildings and landmarks 
• Enhance views to and from buildings 
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DESIGN PROCESS: master plan 


DANCE IN THE DETAILS 


~---------------~-------------, 
•• 
I 
I 

I

• 
Green Space 

Diagram 27:Building setback variations allow for differenr publIC spaces Plaza Space 

Julian Avenue 
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Diagram 28:Julian Avenue r('.-design using vacant land 
Vacant lot 

• Curve Julian Avenue using right-of-way and 
vacant lots Single-Family Lot 

• Use open space pockets for parks and urban agriculture 

• Connect through Irvington Plaza to the Irvington Community Charter 
School [not within site boundaries] 

• Avoid removal of homes and displacement of residents 
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Diagram 29: Important development nodes Within the master plan with walking distance 

Park 1Urban Agriculture Space 
• 	 1/4 mile or 5-minute walking distance from 

each node covers the majority of the plan area 

Commercial 1 Multi-Family Development 
• Park, commercial, and community center 

space 

_ Community Center 
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Diagram 30: Pedestrian path and park network in t.he master plan 

• Provide connected pedestrian paths and parks 	 Park 1Urban Agriculture Space 

• Place sidewalks on all roads allow for quick 
connection to green 1open space and Pennsy Trail Pedestrian Path and Intersection Plaza 



MASTER PLAN PROGRAM Plan 2 

Total an~a: e4 5 acrps 
Commercial (Retail and Office) Development Total: 311,225 SF 

Irvington Plaza PUD: 271,025 SF 
Residential Units Total: 213 Units 

Irvington Plaza PUD: 178 Units 

25 Single-Family Units 

81 Townhomes 

34 Apartments 

45 Mixed-use above Commercial 


Community Center Area: 14,575 SF 
Parking Spaces Total': 838 New Spaces 

(2 per 1000 SF Commercial, I per Multi-Family Dwelling Unit) 
Irvington Plaza PUD: 705 new spaces 

183 On-street Spaces 
Usable Open Space Total: 270,550 SF (6.2 acres) 

Irvington Plaza PUD: 153,875 SF (3.5 acres) 

*The current Irvington Plaza 
location serves as a unified 
Planned Unit Development [PUD] 
because of the current parcel size 
and need to phase development 
[see pages 64 and 65].This 
enables parking to be shared 
between uses. 




